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Eric Bieber 



The voice tells me to hit the shift key,  
but does it tell me what to write?  
Have I ever hunted my voice like a beast?  
Have I ever slit its throat with my knife? !
We cut 
our suits of rosary and sage and other 
vibrant colors we thought faded and laughed down; 
old retro goods we brought from home on backs  
trained to carry straw and nothing more. 
Our suits are our badges for earned love. 
Like me, with ocean shell buttons and teal trim. 
I’m looking smart, I’m looking jazzy. 
I’ve got a big chest and a fat head 
and I ask, “What are you?” with the audacity to believe  
I’m just one oval in the collective iris, 
one fold of knowledge. !
Gather, gather, it’s time we commence. 
O conductor, are you Whitman today? 
O maestro, will you sing us a Shakespeare sonnet? 
O Captain, will you tell us stories of love and love lost? 
O fearless leader, will we conquer? Will we explore that love? 
O professor, what be thy lesson? Is your guide spirit a bear or a falcon? !
He gathers the vibrations with the jousting out of his wand. 
Our breath levitates beyond the stage,  
amongst ourselves and he,  
a violently sudden solitude like bigger 
heat romantically embracing an empty street. 
He banishes such solitude with hypnotic moist breath, 
“Close your eyes; 
Take everything out of your hands.” 
The vibrations enter harmony entranced. 
All is patient and ready. 
The room’s singing begins: !
yellow lights 
and shining white dots 
scar 
the image of myself 
i love you 
but i ask 
you look below 
and you look past 
the lowness of the lake, 
the static of the raised 
platform  
these two places we have 
always most usually looked from 
but look again 
i ask 
look with water-bug eyes 
big enough to see 



the wave break of clouds 
after it has rained 
and the prisms washing ashore 
that still waver inside 
This Brash Love 
we wish to see it all 
we look with 
eyes big enough 
yet shifting eyes shift 
for woe and for bliss 
and when men come up as knights 
i mean horses don’t seem all right 
with me as spit is spat 
only to get frozen in the cold 
Because It Is February !
His wand whistles to a snap 
down on the podium. “Woah! Stop, band, please. 
You’re out of control. Now 
once more with feeling 
and for our sake 
keep the time.” 
We quiet to a listen, and it all responds so quickly. 
The world’s singing grooves us onward and upward 
back into the song: !
confliction of our friction gravels us 
 we grapple giant sea turtles 
hindering skyward spies for stars 
 and glass 
we look now for burning and hurt 
 and hurdle it !
The song ends. The wand is gone. 
The vibrations mellow to such a destitute volume 
I think the world has stopped singing. 
But no, it is just tired, and like us is left with a dry mouth that has just  
rejoiced and begun to salivate. !
After the water is heated and levitated from our stage, it is polished and returned to us 
as rain. 
But this rain is cold. 
My suit is a blunder. 
You, my merry band, my surrounding loved ones are doomed 
for I am out of the thick. 
I will warn you, but do so lazily for I refuse to heed  
your warnings. Do not lead me to look again. 
I see only haungtings, sour vibrations, 
savior force from a derelict place 
arriving by boat 
 a great viking beast 
that thunders 
and moans a thousand ghost soldiers’ split-level moan 
its approach fills one with hot fear and all who hear it must wait 



the phantom shudderings of the boat freeze all whom its voyage disrupts 
it stops your heart barren as a tundra. !
I cannot save you. 
Puckered Lips And Twisted Pipes Whistle The Legend This Very Night. 
The shadow boxes of cataclysmic events bare 
too much trouble for a fellow like me. 
Besides I’d just muck it up. 
My hands are too jittery, they’ve just missed the ashtray. 
What you need is someone like Jean Von Jones. !
He wasn’t your ordinary hero, 
He didn’t do anything, 
He just rode the incoming surf of cosmic dust. 
And when he came by earth, his shadow 
Draped the four corners of our globe, right down into our very core. 
in an eclipse to make the moon jealous. !
And Jean Von Jones, being the breezy sort of fellow he is, 
and him fancying the moon a little, 
blew his star struck lover a kiss as he sailed by. 
He was this universe’s God’s Jack Frost, I tell you. 
Doomed to a lover’s curse. !
The moon, embarrassed, enraged, under-the-broom-in-love as she was, 
flipped a trick onto Jean Von Jones, grabbing hold of the tail-end of his shadow 
as it left our center, !
   which he, in his frenzy, didn’t notice till he was halfway through 
   Central station, and the big clock lined up noon, the whole place 
   shook, and he hit the floor and saw white 
   with off-white grout lines !
The moon fastened the tail of his shadow to the biggest volcano on earth. 
The shadow, thin as good linen, flapped up from the volcano’s mouth. 
It draped over the whole planet as it had before 
whenever Jean Von Jones was around. 
The volcano coughed from the shadow knot lodged in his throat. 
He roared magma, and the shadow was set afire, burning blue. 
The red phlegm from the volcano gained strength, and spewed from its mouth. 
The magma took root, and soon the volcano had grown a great red crown. !
It fancied the volcano quite eloquently, save the vast blue swelling from out the top. 
So the volcano had the dwarves burrowed deep in his bowels fashion a pair of scissors 
so that he might cut the shadow free. !
The dwarves got right to work, harvesting the strongest rock and metal they could find. 
It proved a daunting task that led the dwarves to exotic enclosures in search of secret and 
powerful materials. !
The outer reaches bore many a flavor of rock 
but it was all so young. It was the first genocide of babies, 
the dwarves feasting their way in pursuit of richer harvest. 
And they got it. And they took it away, leaving just enough to simmer down  



on the hot core. Today, it must be a reduction sauce sweet enough to cause  
the most salted of French chefs to uncontrollably wee and stain their aprons. !
When the scissors were constructed, the volcano cut at the knot of the shadow  
lodged in his throat, and all should have been well, but the volcano, in his belligerent haste, had 
cut a large hole in the shadow, large enough for the red crown to jump out, and it did,  
so that it may rule above the shadow and all else. !
With the fire of the crown further away, 
the world cooled. !
In the day, the red crown watched the shadow, and the shadow would turn blue,  
burning from the red crown’s gaze, puffing  
white billows !
At night, however, the moon would chase off the red crown so she may weep in peace 
over the only piece of her lover she had. 
Then, the shadow became shadow again, 
and the world cooled a little more. 
We cooled. We were once cool. !
Today, here in me now, between the street lamps and the cities, 
I can’t cool anymore, and my shadow is forever burning blue.  
A solitude inept of any savior force be it delivered by love or ghost ship. 
A place that hurts but where my heart finally thaws. 
My blue pipes of blood drain those last sloshes of ice. 
 It comes back a husk, 
 half a heart beat off, 
 desperate to find quiet from the rain. A dream,  !
one big enough to split amongst my whole soldered Sauder furniture self. 
The Hollywood star dream. The only way left to get that American,  
good old fashioned, earned love.  
So I leave, caught in worry and attack, to earn my love. 
One full of Actor Stall and Window Shopping. !
“Now, now,” bigger me repeats to littler me. 
and it isn’t often bigger me speaks, but he fancies  
littler me, wants littler me to be happy, wants 
littler me to smile a LEADBELLY’d do smile  
LEADBELLY’d do and all the blues musicians, enlisted and officer alike do 
and drafted try to smile like this, like bigger me wants littler me to smile 
that authentic watermelon smile 
one you can print 
a smile for the scant birches and the fuddling elms 
but I think bigger me is fuddling this one elm 
or no fuddling elm 
I think he has the wrong cartoon 
the wrong season 
the wrong brand of cigarettes 
the wrong size mattress 
the wrong for him wrong 
but the right for littler me right !



(scene: a prominent and wealthy stick-figure finds time to leisure on a brisk mid-October 
sundown) and does so the right way,  
with his favorite smoke, the only smoke he’ll smoke, Happy  
Apples:  
“Candy Apples  
are for those other Dads, Happy Apples are for  
the YOU type of Dads. No son  
will think their Dad a pussy when he-she see he-she  
smoking these he-shes. Available  
in reds and the blues.” That’s a good ad. 
He will smoke a hive for that ad. 
He will smoke a hive before he will achieve a he-she on  
par with the he-she from the ad 
And that’s noble and that’s right 
Not right for bigger  
me right but right  
for littler me right 
the right of his own leisure 
a mid-October sundown spent  
on a collection of maple leaves and rabbit furs 
that would make some church jealous, any church, pick the church  
out of a hat if you can’t pick a church on a street, any street 
as long as it’s walkable, car rides and car sickness is like Superman  
to Kryptonite for littler me, only a hop greener for trouble, right !
and his right is sharing with bigger me 
and right by bigger me is a right  
share to share with littler  
me but bigger me isn’t right on 
sleeping under trees. sleeping 
under trees is wrong for bigger 
me but littler me understands this 
he b’s the bigger me and does right 
by his friend bigger me and makes 
right bigger me a wrong dream 
for littler me know  
what bigger me dream bigger  
than bigger me dream otherwise 
bigger me dream he do how  
the young dumb blistered dumb ones  
yelp yellow like LEADBELLY’d do 
but LEADBELLY’d never do yellow 
LEADBELLY’d do and only do the 
blues like all the other ranks in the 
blues militia, the only ones trained 
to kill redcoats or pinkos or yellow- 
belly varmint in these parts these 
smiling parts, these blues smiling 
states of America smiling a smile 
like LEADBELLY’d do a smile like 
this, like LEADBELLY taught 
only no LEADBELLY, nor enlisted, nor officer,  
nor draftboard, nor bird ever 
taught bigger me 



only littler me ever taught right 
from wrong for bigger me 
but still bigger me had this weight 
and littler me could wrong it right 
out of bigger me but he never did 
he didn’t want that, he wanted this 
weight, this watermelon for a smile 
weight, this non-authentic weight, 
this juicy weight, this laugh at me 
bigger me insecurity complex, but 
I have faith littler me will one day 
wrong bigger me right into his bigger 
me dream of becoming an actor 
working in an actor stall in vain 
for a love LEADBELLY’d do 
a LEADBELLY’d do love do smile 
that authentic watermelon love 
watermelon grinning a LEADBELLY 
watermelon teeth truth that bigger 
love bigger smile bigger vain that 
littler me and bigger me and me 
just can’t do like LEADBELLY’d do 
(scene: Leadbelly is quoted, “Now this is the blues. Never was a white man had the 
     blues, ‘cause nothin’ to worry about. Now you lay) 
Now I lay,  !
a sound lay. Withdraw from my dream. Lay lazy with my Should’a 
Gone Apple Pickin’ Blues. !
I was walking down a path of roses 
I saw my lady beneath an oak tree 
I was walking with devil by my side 
And my lady  
was with some other man 
The devil threw the first stone 
hit the old oak tree 
made an acorn drop  
on that other man 
my lady lifted her head from his lips 
and turned towards me 
she said I knew it was you 
saw you there the whole time 
and there ain’t no devil by your side 
it was you who threw the stone 
you threw the first stone 
I saw you do it and all I want to say 
is goodbye !
I was walking down a path of fallen leaves 
all bright red and rosy 
with my new lady by my side 
we took a rest beneath the old oak tree 
we figured no pure souls were looking 
so we had ourselves a ride 



that tree shuddered 
that tree screamed 
that tree shook free the last of her leaves 
my lady simmered 
then my lady steamed 
so much so that old oak tree 
had to uproot a family of squirrels 
to make room for all the violence  
we were making up beneath 
the oldest squirrel threw the first acorn 
threw it on my head 
the rest of the squirrels joined in 
throwing acorns at my lady 
scared her off 
and when they got to the road 
they picked up the stones at their feet 
and tried to throw them at me 
only squirrels can’t throw very far 
so I left too out of boredom not fear 
went to find my lady to console her 
went to find my lady but when I found her 
all I could say  
was goodbye !!
I was walking down a path of fallen leaves 
some green and some brown 
saw the devil beneath the old oak tree 
playing his fiddle with his teeth 
singing some jump song to my new new lady 
and he saw me there and said 
hey there’s stones by you feet 
why don’t you throw them 
throw those stones 
and try to hit this tree 
I said but that tree is all wilted and free 
with no acorns to drop on your head 
and besides your the devil 
and I ain’t planning on going to hell 
so if it’s all the same to you 
and I’m sure you don’t plan enough to have it any other way 
I’ll shuffle my feet leave hands be 
after all  
all I want to say to you is 
that’s three lost ladies just this season so 
fuck me 
I guess clowns don’t wear ties. !
and so begins my adventure 
into grass and giant flowers 
and bricks that aren’t used for building 
and sky unburdened of humans 
but so does this degrade 
and so does the tunnel lead further 



and so does the rock become volcanic 
and the sky a heavy hot thing 
to wait for 
and the weight of it all 
the lizard king 
his disciples 
the challenge 
and a dark change befallen 
my protagonist 
my hero 
my young me !
I have had no jungle, but a heart- 
ache or two has set me apart our 
rift. 
    I have 
noticed that no one is joining the 
circus nowadays. And I feel sad 
that I have never seen, a clown 
Never in all of my travels have I seen a clown 
Not framed, 
hung high in some motel chain, 
on the cheap 
wallpaper of the good samaritan 
rebel employee’s choosing so as 
to say, 
“fuck you,” 
to the establishment, “and 
   “no 
   I will not 
   wear a tie, 
   not until you 
    show me a 
      clown.” 
     O, 
but to the employee’s dismay, 
the big wigs didn’t give a damn 
about his letters of poetry. They 
didn’t even give a damn about 
the motel, they hadn’t sent an 
inspector in years. It became 
second nature to the staff 
as time passed, as the place broke down 
to reassemble it to match how they knew home. !

And look what they have done, 
what treasure decorates this home 

from out of some old dark-magic attic 
near forgotten, save some old hag who 
was rounding off the holiday shop list 

on the cheap, 
and getting away with it in style 

on the retro fad limited. 
The kids will thank her earnestly. 



But one child’s thank you will be 
hollow, 

for what the old hag had dug up for him 
from the bowels of her three hundred 

year old house’s hairdo 
sleek black 

(reshingled last week) 
was a painting of a clown, 

a painting that one such grandson/ 
motel employee found depressing. 
So depressing the first thing he did 
after his grandma left was stash it 

in his attic, shunning it from the light 
of the world once again. !

If you had asked the clown painting then if he was upset he didn’t get a chance to return to a real 
wall that Christmas, he would have told you no. That he expected it. That, and I quote, “Very few 
cats make parole. The ring leaders are heartless, they don’t care about a clown down on his 
luck.”       Tragic, !

but not for long. 
That good ole’ 

motel employee 
was struck by a certain clown nostalgia 

one day at work, so he yanked him 
from his jail-bird crypt, and  

brought him 
to !

the motel to be hung up in room four. 
He would get to see it every other Saturday. !
For some, that’s just the right dose of clown. 
Room four is a welcomed treat, a break 
from the orgy of gaga performing genocide on their thoughts. 
For others, those with a restless soul like myself, 
we need all clown all the time. 
Room four is our holy land. 
My true savior force,  !
awakening me, raising me up into those first seconds of a hangover when you realize you left the 
curtain open. No time for water, 
here comes the light of the messiah. !
Vagrant sparkles drifting 
         caught still 
out of the storm of her morning drawing 
over my shoulders. 
Is this yet another soap opera to be played on? 
What conversations can I have when 90% of communication is non verbal, 
and I can’t remember what my dream tastes like? !
It begins with the paint chips faulted by rotting wood. 
Then I roll my head to the sky. 



I await some sort of ambience. 
Perhaps the music box never stopped turning. But the wicked alarm applauds, I bow, and 
the dream is over. And my eyes shutter, but my eyes open. 
And my morning, it begins with the paint chips faulted by rotting wood. 
Gone is the vagrancy from the morning-time dew. 
I wipe away the clumps of sleep, eat them like snot or dust. 
Then I roll my head to the sky. 
My mind racing, I begin to count the hours of my day. !
I make a joke at your expense. 
I make a joke and there is laughter. 
I make a joke and I put my hand on your shoulder, 
But I don’t feel anything 
Except 
Maybe for a slight 
Rising sensation. 
I make a joke and I put my hand on your shoulder. 
My hand is on your shoulder. 
My palm is on that perfect bone where your torso ends. 
My fingers impress into the fat of your chest. 
I am not gripping but I’m doing my best not to let go; 
I want more! 
I want 
I want to come behind you: !

My right hand on your shoulder 
And my left around your waist. 

We are hugging, not to say hello 
but to feel safe. 

We embrace. We warm. 
My right hand moves from one shoulder to the other 

And you wear my arm like a grand egyptian-gold necklace. 
The cheek of my face pressed into  

The flesh of yours. 
I am held here in this place but suddenly, 

We are kissing! Your lips and body crest upwards, over, and crash down on me. 
Our kiss is The Kiss the two lovers have in the statue. 

We are the concrete blob! !
My hand comes of your shoulder. 
I slowly gravitate my hand up and off 
Your shoulder. 
The laughter continues but you don’t turn to look at me. 
I’ll cry if I’ve hurt you. I want to see you 
I want you tell me it. Eventually, 
After the laughter is gone you turn around for me. 
Your eyes fogged out, 
A fake spacing, 
Anything, 
To avoid really seeing me and telling me. 
But I’ll be any man you need me to be. 
 internationally offensive 
 self-saboteur 
 a changed man 



 the douche-bag who raises his hands when no questions are asked 
I am what you need, baby. 
I am the ass crack of the world 
When I wake up, you wake up 
When I go to sleep, you mourn my distance 
I am the sun 
I am that hot fiery ball that you steal light from 
 to give purpose to your day !
And I let you 
I let you take me to church 
where the organ’s wheeling and the preacherman's singing: !

man in a white mask walking a brown dog 
brunette lady strolling her baby and shaking her ass 

some other girl walking into an apartment I wish was mine 
lots of snow covered cars 

I’m dry 
and weak 

and sitting in the bed I haven’t left for weeks on end 
I’m sore 
and sick 

and hoping somebody will knock on my door and give me a pack o cigarettes and a gun 
a peacemaker !

(...bANGg... !
so I can end this massacre of words by shooting myself in the hip 
and bleeding out while flopping like a 
FISH OUT OF WATER 
till I smooth out like an opium junkie after the elevator lights up B 
and I die in a puddle of green sludge and fire 
and my eyes so bright with the cleansing of all I’ve ever defecated 
you can see the reflection of the monstrosities of my desires huddling over me 
they look like 
the shadow of the large Japanese red maple coming out like claws 
in your front lawn slithering out onto 
your ceiling and far wall away from your 
night light lit window 
and you thank God these aren’t the old days growing up 
and it wasn’t a bee’s wax candle by your window 
with its flame buzzing about its glass enclosure 
and the thump, thump, thumping of your sister churning butter 
and your father’s buggy overturned 
and these odd shapes silhouetted about your room adjourn with you 
to your bed 
and all you want is for them to let you be 
there is work for you in the morning, the buggy, the butter 
and you close your eyes and lie still like a good boy 
and every time you do 
you pop awake from bad memories of a girl named Joy 
and you see the monsters again 
you groan 
you sweat 



you pull yourself out of bed and retrieve the Colt single action army  
revolver from your daddy’s desk 
you breathe 
you scream 
thank you father! 
for what you see now as you leave behind your own shit storm to die 
is so much fluttering 
...bANGg… 
Mad mad preacherman hits the fattest girl in the choir, the music goes eerie. 
...bANGg... 
...bANGg… 
There goes Mrs Peterson and her hubbie of 27 years. So sad. 
...bANGg… 
Right into Chuck Pal who wasn’t really anyone’s pal, sept Mrs. Peterson, secret lovers, you see. 
But where is he shot, weeping over his just lost love, No, he is shot at the door running like a 
bitch. See what all your hard work got you Mrs. Peterson. You died with your lover and your 
husband, You’ve got no kids, Now you’re gonna have to rely on your relatives for mourning, 
however many there are, but any number of relatives still leaves bad odds. 
...bANGg) 
That last bullet hit the basin of holy water, but more than that, it damn near grazed  
my dick on its way there. I need a drink. A bad hangover for a bad headline. The old  
“Run it’s a Gun” front page. I never read the article. Her letter gets to me first. !
Dear Manchile, 
You hold the corners so well 
 with your determined gray hand 
It’s not stress, no wrinkles in the blanket 
It’s not hate, the loose yarn for the tree still looks as if 
 not even your yellow spotted caterpillar has touched a bit o’ its twine 
It’s not longing, your towel is dry 
It’s not sadness, your fingers remain still 
 as you hold the corners so well !
It is happiness, the yellow yarn that stitches your sun and 
 holds it home, has never lost a lick o’ its hue 
It is love. As a baby, it was your blanket 
And when you learned to play it was your towel 
And when you learned to leave and come back again,  
you took the sheers to it 
And with love in your heart and a danger 
 in your hands you made that old thing whose 
Corners you held so well new again by removing the corners 
 and knitting yourself a sweater for !
 love 
In the time of 
 doubt 

Signed with love, 
... 

little miss whore. 
Well I have my own letter to write you honey. I unpack the cobalt typewriter. 
I slingshot my words into the tornado of morning grogginess 
and they land like dead cows and shards of timber. Dear fellow church goer, !



Flagrance ad missed 
out on everyone’s attention. 
Fragrance ad missed 
by its loved ones. !
Ya dig? !
Full lingering hunger. 
Diaphragm dilapidated, 
lungs removed. 
Gotsta fit it all. 
Hunger, full 
lingering hunger. !
Extradited 
by forces unknown. 
And humming bird syndrome 
gotsta best o me. 
Rapidly, 
hungrily 
beating my wings 
to some coked out heartbeat. !
Hunters cap syndrome. 
Call me Holden, 
call me Biggie 
Smalls 
cuz I’m a yella 
tooth, shotgun weilding 
motha fucka chosen 
by one of the Fallen. !
And I’ll hurt ya. !
And I’ll hurt those other fucks too. 

Truly True, 
One whose wallet reads BAD MOTHERFUCKER 

One who drops. !
A hawk circles about my hazel iris and far enough away from me, 
that I wish very badly I had lassoed a string about its ankle when I had the chance 
so that I may fly it as if the bird were a kite. 
But whom also watches the hawk, and am I not trying to be like them,  
is this not their dream? 
No! The hawk carries nothing for me now. !
My heart turns to the gopher. 
Burrowing, digging deeper inside of me and building up walls and caverns within me 
rich with the sediment of what once was, only the gopher knows. 
Yet there is still that place to stand within myself where the gleam of shining silt fades 
and not even the gopher knows the secrets of this place. !
The people only know the taste of the black water that arises from the stone well 
but not what lies beneath. 



Fire and brimstone are hardly enough nutrients for a water so sweet. !
Of all the cataclysmic spirit guides, 
My body turns to the wolf. 
heal me intrepid wolf 
teach me the ways of snow walking 
and mountain climbing 
and how to brew wine and build fires 
for parties 
on those nights  
when the stars were bright 
the sky would look as if mamma spider moon’s 
eggs just hatched 
and a mess of little spider moon babies 
set their empty world ablaze 
 so it was too bright to look up at !
gravity has toil every day in his 9 to 5 401k 
100,000,000 dollar grant locomotive speedy 
gonzalez crack-head surplus attitude chipper 
and indestructible deadly and bloody lovable 
in a gallant march for freedom in the universe !
move over superman  
      gravity is our hero now !
But all things are weak when measured with long enough tape. 
You can defeat gravity 
with a grappling hook. !
If I had a grappling hook, 
I would swing all about town. 
I would get higher than the graffiti artists get, 
 And my tag would rein supreme. !
If I had a grappling hook, 
I could live out that childhood dream 
I trained so vigorously for by jumping around on the furniture, 
 And finally leap giants. !
If I had a grappling hook 
I would carry it on the left hip of my utility belt, 
Which would also feature a quarter dispenser, 
Wallet fastened to a retractable steel line, 
Pez and chewing gum pockets, 
Walkie talkie with attached clip,  
Revolver holster on the right hip with bullet loops stitched in next to it, 
And most important of all, 
The striking surface of a matchbox duck-taped to the back. 
My armpit trick far from the cuffs; it has saved my skin time and time again. 
It’s coyote ways have never failed to dance about my enemies  
Who think they can get a step ahead of me by charging forth. !
Yet alas, to evil doers dismay, 



If I had a grappling hook, 
I could coil in the shadows as a snake, 

(Rustle, ) 
I could reside over the whole great big batting scene as an owl, 
I could bunt heads with the assailant as a ram, 
 And not have to worry about an exit plan 

(Shine your teeth, ) 
If I had a grappling hook, 
I would hide it and my utility belt under a black duster, 
I could walk into any building inconspicuosley, 
 And leave out the window with non the wiser. 

(Dissolve into shadow, ) 
If I had a grappling hook, 
I could be like the George of this filthy concrete jungle. 
I could be like Batman of this godless metropolis, 
 And I would make the best damn detective this city has ever seen. 

(And strike.) !
If I had a grappling hook, 
I would have many other things. 
I would have problems at home. 
I would have an arch-nemesis 
Who perhaps has a grappling hook as well. 
I would have no one to trust,  
The only solace to my solitude would be conversations with birds. 
I would eventually be outlawed,  
Hated, and shun. 
I would be misunderstood. 
I would be desired. 
I would be an idol, 
If I had a grappling hook. !
If I had a grappling hook, 
It would break down from time to time, 
And my best friend, the only one who knows my double life, 
Would fix it for me, and make improvements as I improve, 
 And the challenges rise. !
If I had a grappling hook, 
It wouldn’t be long before others would become jealous of my power. 
Criminals would try to steal it from me. 
My best friend would try to emulate me, 
 And end up getting himself killed. !
If I had a grappling hook, 
I would keep it my whole life. 
I would learn to maintain and improve it myself. 
I would let it carry me to the inches of the world still left small. 
 And I would retire it atop my mantle like an autographed baseball bat. !
If I had a grappling hook, 
I could turn evil. 
I could rob antiques and jewelry without ever touching the floor 
I could dash or fly, stash or hide, 



 And no prison could hold me. !
If I had a grappling hook, 
I could be rich and drunk on life’s follies. 
I could get away with murder. 
I could avenge the demons inside of me. 
 And not feel full afterwards. !
If I had a grappling hook, 
I wouldn’t need to understand the fork in the road. 
I wouldn’t need to think about my next move, 
I would have all of the food stamps, 
 And I could force people to feel something about me. !
But without a grappling hook, 
when will ever I be put on a keychain? !
The Hollywood sign is clear: 
Westerners aren’t welcome here. 
Aliens drink free if they take their shirts off. 
No monocle, no service. 
But have no fear, 
The V.I.P. room is out the door you just came in. 
Those who shall remain faceless 
Are the ones missing out. 
Balcony seats in the theatre don’t give good looks to the fireworks display  
on the horizon. It’s the bad reception. Too much static on those raised platforms. !
Fingers just shells of discharged fodder. 
What place do they have on these brush strokes, 
finger-painting like a mad kindergarten class 
having finally got their chocolate milk? !
What’s left by the end of the color blue? !
They want Toil And Woe As Co-Stars On Their Latest Sitcom 
I sit, I’ve always sat. 
Cue the music for my stand up, but 
alas the refrain of shadows furious with my stupidity stare me down. 
 They are black masses,  
 no eyeballs,  
 yet they stare,  
 hauntingly. 
  When I whisper to myself 
  I find that I am lonely 
 and that loneliness is felt 
daily. 
I sit, I’ve always sat. 
I am searching for some sort of superstition 
that’ll give me the courage to stick out my thumb again. !
A ticket purchase short. 
I need an edge for successful homeward voyage. 
I need a knife in the pocket, 



Falling Asleep At The Bus Station And Missing My Chance At Christmas 
I dream of yellow lights and white dots, my first Christmas. 
Only it can’t be my first Christmas. 
I can’t remember a first of anything 
first birthday 
first cut 
first disappointment 
first time I was a disappointment 
first time I was fat 
first time I was old 
first time I reminded myself of my parents !
I can remember my first kiss but 
I don’t remember the facts without stretching them 
I do notice some things in an honest fashion, but on what, 
I’m no longer sure. !
I now remember that I can’t remember my first game of tag 
that seems the most important out of the whole list 
I do have this early memory though of playing hide & go seek 
only I didn’t tell anyone I was playing so it would take them longer 
I hid in the giant hole of a blue elephant slide’s eye overturned 
I can remember the rush of excitement when they finally started calling my name 
the whole family was in on it, even my 9-year older and 6-year older brothers 
then they stopped 
my mother had called up the police, or was calling because 
eventually I came out and there was my mother 
and I think I remember her in the kitchen hanging up a pale pink & corded phone 
and there were hugs and cheers from my mother 
and disappointment felt when 
my 9-year-older brother called me an idiot, my 6-year-older brother gave me a punch 
but that couldn’t have been the first time 


